**BOXX TAPE**

Permanent Linerless self-adhesive security tape

This permanent tamper evident box tape leaves an easy to see VOID/OPEN security message in the tape itself, so it cannot be reapplied or realigned. The tape leaves a dry, permanent adhesive layer on the surface.

Protecting products and packaging from tampering, unauthorised opening and counterfeiting by delivering an instant, clearly visible, additional layer of security.

The box tape offers a new layer, of advanced tamper evidence to your packaging solutions. The box tape can be applied like traditional packaging tapes, either manually with a tape gun or automatically through carton closing machines. The dry adhesive prevents build-up on the blades and ensures instant activation.

**APPLICATIONS:**
Sealing boxes and cartons.

**STANDARD OPTIONS**
- Colours: Red, Blue, Brown, Green, White ...
- Sizes:
  - 50M x 50.8mm (2") with or without perforations every 152.4mm (6") core diameter 76mm (3")

**CUSTOM OPTIONS**
- Surface Print
- Void Message
- Sequential Numbers
- QR and Barcodes
- Length and Width
- Colours
- Your Logo

www.tampertech.com